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Roadmap

I. Policy Context: Clean Water Act turns 50
II. Tools of Policy Analysis: How do we measure 

the benefits of clean water programs?
III. Gaps, challenges, critiques: What is missing 

from our understanding of the value of 
clean water?

IV. Future directions for water policy evaluation



      



The U.S. spends a LOT of money on water quality 

Keiser et al. PNAS 2018
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We face ongoing threats to water quality



“fully accounts for regulatory benefits that are difficult or 
impossible to quantify”

“propose procedures that take into account the distributional 
consequences of regulations, including as part of any quantitative 
or qualitative analysis of the costs and benefits of regulations, to 
ensure that regulatory initiatives appropriately benefit and do not 
inappropriately burden disadvantaged, vulnerable, or marginalized 
communities”

“Justice40 is a whole-of-government effort to ensure that Federal 
agencies work with states and local communities to make good on 
President Biden’s promise to deliver at least 40 percent of the 
overall benefits from Federal investments in climate and clean 
energy to disadvantaged communities.”

Are methods of policy 
analysis fit to purpose?



Water values 
as a special 
case



Revealed preference: Hedonics and travel costs



State your preference: What are 
you willing to pay for clean water?



Economic and Benefits Analysis of the Final 2008 
Vessel General Permit (VGP)

2019 Regulatory Impact Analysis, Clean Water Act 
Hazardous Substances Spill Prevention Final Action

Economic Analysis for the Navigable Waters Protection 
Rule: Definition of “Waters of the United States” (2020)

CWA economic 
analysis: Lots of 
missing benefits



CWA economic 
analysis: Preferences 
of the rich matter 
more than those of the 
poor



CWA economic 
analysis: Not all values 
are valued



REGIONAL ANALYSIS |Primary Issue Areas

13

Applicants were asked to check the three priority EJ issues for their communities. The top 4 issues are highlighted in orange.
This data reflects all applicants, including tribes.



Different Methods -> Different Decisions?



Concluding thoughts on the future of water benefits analysis 

Quantify more benefits

Use a diversity of methods

Who decides if a policy is “good”? Technocrats or 
Bureaucrats?
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